The annual EDGE Summer Program empowers a cohort of women mathematicians to succeed in their math PhD programs. Participants develop a toolkit for success through rigorous workshops, collaborative problem sessions, research presentations, colloquia, and community-building events. The four week program uses strategies proven to increase retention in graduate school.

A Program That Works
For 20+ years, the EDGE Summer Program has successfully increased diversity in mathematics in order to enrich the US workforce, transform STEM education, propel innovative research, and uplift future STEM leaders. EDGE alumni are in visible leadership positions in all mathematical sectors: as of Spring 2021, over 110 EDGE participants work in academia or education, 7 work in government (such as the CDC and the Census Bureau), and 43 work in industry. The EDGE Program has received numerous awards for its success, including the Presidential Award for Excellence in Science, Mathematics and Engineering Mentoring (PAESMEM).

Apply Today
Applicants to the program should be women who: 1) are applying to PhD programs in the mathematical sciences or 2) just completed their first year in a PhD program in the mathematical sciences. Women from underrepresented minority groups are especially encouraged to apply. Applications are due February 1, 2022.

"I will most remember the unique mathematical environment full of curious and passionate women... It was life-changing to do math with such an uplifting community."
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